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We study spacetime diffeomorphisms in the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian formalisms of generally covariant
systems. We show that the gauge group for such a system is characterized by having generators which are
projectable under the Legendre map. The gauge group is found to be much larger than the original group of
spacetime diffeomorphisms, since its generators must depend on the lapse function and shift vector of the
spacetime metric in a given coordinate patch. Our results are generalizations of earlier results by Salisbury and
Sundermeyer. They arise in a natural way from using the requirement of equivalence between Lagrangian and
Hamiltonian formulations of the system, and they are new in that the symmetries are realized on the full set of
phase space variables. The generators are displayed explicitly and are applied to the relativistic string and to
general relativity.@S0556-2821~97!06202-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this paper is to understand diffeomorphism
symmetries in the canonical formalism at the classical level.
The putative generators of infinitesimal general coordinate
transformations feature in all canonical quantization ap-
proaches, but debate persists in the literature as to what as-
pects of the diffeomorphism group are realized at the classi-
cal level as canonical transformations@1–4#. This issue is
intimately related to the meaning of time in quantum gravity.

In this paper we extend recent work by Pons and Shepley
@5# concerning constrained systems. We analyze diffeomor-
phism symmetries using in a natural way the equivalence of
the Hamiltonian and the Lagrangian approaches to generally
covariant systems. We show that infinitesimal transforma-
tions which are projectable under the Legendre map are a
basis for the generators of the gauge group. This group is
much larger than the original group of spacetime diffeomor-
phisms because it acts on the space of spacetime metrics,
whereas the diffeomorphism group acts on the underlying
manifold. Since we retain the full set of canonical variables,
the associated infinitesimal generators are new; they are re-
alized on the full set of phase space variables and must at
least depend in a specific way on the lapse function and shift
vector of the spacetime metric in a given coordinate patch.
The results are contrasted and compared with earlier work by
Salisbury and Sundermeyer@4# on the realizability of general
coordinate transformations as canonical transformations.

The formalism we shall develop encompasses all gener-
ally covariant Lagrangian dynamical models containing con-
figuration variables which are either metric components or
which may be used to construct a metric. We begin in Sec. II
with a rederivation of the relation between gauge symmetries
in Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms. After introduc-
ing the notions of lapse and shift in Sec. III, we show that
diffeomorphism-induced gauge transformations are project-
able under the Legendre transformation if and only if infini-
tesimal variations depend on the lapse and shift but not on
their time derivatives. These projectable infinitesimal trans-
formations thus contain a compulsory dependence on the
normal to the chosen time foliation. We illustrate these ideas
with the relativistic particle, canonical gravity, and the rela-
tivistic string.

In Sec. IV we turn our attention to the construction of
canonical generators of the metric-dependent gauge group.
These objects generate symmetry transformations on the full
set of canonical variables. We show that every generator
with nonvanishing time component acts as an evolution gen-
erator on at least one member of every equivalence class of
solutions. Section V contains a discussion of gauge fixing
and the elimination of redundancy in initial conditions. In
Sec. VI, our conclusion, we discuss the nature of the
diffeomorphism-induced gauge group. The Appendix illus-
trates the projectability conditions in a model, the Nambu-
Goto string, in which the lapse and shift depend on time
derivatives of the dynamical variables.

II. NOETHER HAMILTONIAN SYMMETRIES

We begin by rederiving some results of Batlleet al. @6#

for first order LagrangiansL(q,q̇). We exclude Lagrangians
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which explicitly depend on timet since we are interested in
reparametrization covariant systems. We start with a No-
ether Lagrangian symmetry

dL5dF/dt,

and we will investigate the conversion of this symmetry to
the Hamiltonian formalism. Defining

G5~]L/]q̇i !dqi2F, ~2.1!

we can write

@L# idq
i1

dG

dt
50, ~2.2!

where @L# i is the Euler-Lagrange functional derivative of
L,

@L# i5a i2Wisq̈
s,

where

Wij[
]2L

]q̇i]q̇ j
and a i[2

]2L

]q̇i]qs
q̇s1

]L

]qi
.

Here we consider the general case where the mass matrix
or HessianW5(Wij ) may be a singular matrix. In this case
there exists a kernel for the pullbackFL* of the Legendre
mapFL from configuration-velocity spaceTQ ~the tangent
bundle TQ of the configuration spaceQ) to phase space
T*Q ~the cotangent bundle!. This kernel is spanned by the
vector fields

Gm5gm
i ]

]q̇i
, ~2.3!

wheregm
i are a basis for the null vectors ofWij . The La-

grangian time-evolution differential operator can therefore
be expressed as

X5
]

]t
1q̇s

]

]qs
1as~q,q̇!

]

]q̇s
1lmGm[X01lmGm , ~2.4!

whereas are functions which are determined by the formal-
ism, andlm are arbitrary functions. It is not necessary to use
the Hamiltonian technique to find theGm , but it does facili-
tate the calculation:

gm
i 5FL* S ]fm

]pi
D , ~2.5!

where thefm are the Hamiltonian primary first class con-
straints.

Notice that the highest derivative in Eq.~2.2!, q̈i , appears
linearly. BecausedL is a symmetry, Eq.~2.2! is identically
satisfied, and therefore the coefficient ofq̈i vanishes:

Wisdq
s2

]G

]q̇i
50. ~2.6!

We contract with a null vectorgm
i to find that

GmG50.

It follows thatG is projectable to a functionGH in T*Q; that
is, it is the pullback of a function~not necessarily unique! in
T*Q:

G5FL* ~GH!.

This important property, valid for any conserved quantity
associated with a Noether symmetry, was first pointed out by
Kamimura@7#. Observe thatGH is determined up to the ad-
dition of linear combinations of the primary constraints. Sub-
stitution of this result in Eq.~2.6! gives

WisFdqs2FL* S ]GH

]ps
D G50,

and so the brackets enclose a null vector ofW:

dqi2FL* S ]GH

]pi
D5(

m
rmgm

i , ~2.7!

for somerm(t,q,q̇).
We shall investigate the projectability of variations gen-

erated by diffeomorphisms in the following section. Assume
for now that an infinitesimal transformationdqi is project-
able:

Gmdqi50.

Notice that if dqi is projectable, so must berm, so that
rm5FL* (rHm). Then, using Eqs.~2.5! and ~2.7!, we see that

dqi5FL* S ]~GH1(mrH
mfm!

]pi
D .

We now redefineGH to absorb the piece(mrH
mfm , and from

now on we will have

dqi5FL* S ]GH

]pi
D .

Define

p̂i5
]L

]q̇i
;

after eliminating Eq.~2.6! timesq̈i from Eq.~2.2!, we obtain

S ]L

]qi
2q̇s

] p̂i
]qsDFL* S ]GH

]pi
D1q̇i

]

]qi
FL* ~GH!1FL* S ]GH

]t D
50, ~2.8!

which simplifies to

]L

]qi
FL* S ]GH

]pi
D1q̇iFL* S ]GH

]qi D1FL* S ]GH

]t D50. ~2.9!
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Now let us invoke two identities@8# that are at the core of the
connection between the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian
equations of motion. They are

q̇i5FL* S ]H

]pi
D1vm~q,q̇!FL* S ]fm

]pi
D

and

]L

]qi
52FL* S ]H

]qi D2vm~q,q̇!FL* S ]fm

]qi D ;
where H is any canonical Hamiltonian, so that
FL* (H)5q̇i(]L/]q̇i)2L5Ê, the Lagrangian energy, and
the functionsvm are determined so as to render the first re-
lation an identity. Notice the important relation

Gmv
n5dm

n , ~2.10!

which stems from applyingGm to the first identity and taking
into account that

Gm+FL*50.

Substitution of these two identities into Eq.~2.9! yields
~where$,% is the Poisson bracket!

FL* $GH ,H%1vmFL* $GH ,fm%1FL* S ]GH

]t D50.

This result can be split through the action ofGm into

FL* $GH ,H%1FL* S ]GH

]t D50 ~2.11!

and

FL* $GH ,fm%50; ~2.12!

or, equivalently,

$GH ,H%1S ]GH

]t D5pc ~2.13!

and

$GH ,fm%5pc, ~2.14!

wherepc stands for any linear combination of primary con-
straints. We have arrived at a neat characterization for a gen-
eratorGH of Noether transformations in the canonical for-
malism.

Up to now we have considered general Noether symme-
tries, encompassing rigid~global! as well as gauge~local!
transformations. Let us finally specialize to gauge transfor-
mations. For reparametrization covariant theories, except for
a small number of exceptional cases not important for this
paper@9#, a gauge generator will be of the form

GH~ t !5e~ t !G0~q,p!1 ė~ t !G1~q,p!,

wheree(t) is an arbitrary function. Because of the arbitrari-
ness ofe(t), and recognizing that the Poisson brackets of the

Hamiltonian with primary constraints yields secondary con-
straints, we learn from Eq.~2.13! that

G15pc,

G052$G1 ,H%1pc, ~2.15!

and

$G0 ,H%5pc; ~2.16!

while from Eq.~2.14! we deduce that

$G0 ,pc%5pc ~2.17!

and

$G1 ,pc%5pc. ~2.18!

It can be shown from Eq.~2.15! thatG0 must contain a piece
which is a secondary constraint, while Eq.~2.17! and Eq.
~2.18! show that bothG0 and the primary constraintG1 are
first class.

III. DIFFEOMORPHISM-INDUCED GAUGE SYMMETRIES

We specialize now to generally covariant dynamical mod-
els in which a metric can be constructed with the configura-
tion variables~but not with velocity variables!. We assume
in addition that no further gauge symmetry exists. We shall
illustrate our results with the relativistic particle with an aux-
iliary variable and with general relativity. Our first objective
is to determine the general form of projectable variations
resulting from diffeomorphisms on a coordinate patch.

If a metric exists in a coordinate system$xm% the line
element may always be written in the form

ds252N2~dx0!21gab~N
adx01dxa!~Nbdx01dxb!

~3.1!

with contravariant metric components given by

~gmn!5S 2N22 N22Na

N22Na eab2N22NaNbD , ~3.2!

with eabgbc5dc
a . The lapse functionN and shift vectorNa

will play important roles in our discussion. Our index con-
ventions are that greek indices range from 0 toM , where
M is the dimension of the spacelike hypersurfaces of the
time foliation. Latin indices range from 1 toM .

Explicitly, the configuration space variables areNm ~with
N0[N) and gab . The unit normalnm to the spacelike hy-
persurfaces is given by

nm5d0
mN212da

mN21Na, so that nmnngmn521.
~3.3!

Sinceeab is the inverse of the three-metricgab , the contra-
variant components of the spacetime metric are

gmn5eabda
mdb

n2nmnn. ~3.4!

Diffeomorphism covariance prevents the lapseN and shift
Na from being fixed by the equations of motion in any gen-
erally covariant dynamical model. Specifically, since the
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Nm are arbitrary,N̈m are undetermined. The evolution opera-
tor ~2.4! acting onṄm must therefore serve only to relate the
arbitrary functionslm to the N̈m. Consequently,GmṄ

n must
form a nonsingular matrix. Further,Gm acting on any other
velocity must give zero, since we are assuming no other
gauge symmetry. It follows that the null vectors of the Hes-
sianW @see Eq.~2.3!# are spanned by

Gm5
]

]Ṅm
. ~3.5!

Since there areM11 of theNm, these null vectors span the
arbitrary component of the Lagrangian evolution operator
~2.4!.

Now consider infinitesimal coordinate transformations
xm→xm2em(x), with em arbitrary functions of the coordi-
nate variablesxn. The corresponding variations of the com-
ponents of the metric tensor~the Lie derivative of the metric
alongem) are (,m[]/]xm)

dgmn5gmn
,rer2gmre ,r

n 2grne ,r
m , ~3.6!

or

dgmn5gmn,rer1gmre ,n
r 1grne ,m

r . ~3.7!

The variations of theNm are readily calculated:

dN5N,mem1Ne ,0
02NNae ,a

0 , ~3.8!

dNa5N,m
a em1Nae ,0

02~N2eab1NaNb!e ,b
0 1e ,0

a2Nbe ,b
a .
~3.9!

Thus the variations of theNm do depend onṄm5N,0
m ~but the

variations ofgab do not!, assuming as we have above, that
em depends only on the coordinates. Consequently the varia-
tions of Nm are clearly not projectable; projectability is at-
tained only if we permitem to depend onNm. The require-
ment that derivatives ofdNm with respect toṄm vanish
implies that

e01N
]e0

]N
50, ~3.10!

]e0

]Na 50, ~3.11!

Na
]e0

]N
1

]ea

]N
50, ~3.12!

e0db
a1

]ea

]Nb 50. ~3.13!

These equations were first obtained in@4# using a rather
different approach. In@4#, the following requirement was in-
troduced for diffeomorphism-induced gauge transformations:
Consider d1x

m52e1
m
„x,g(x)… and d2x

m52e2
m
„x,g(x)…;

then ask for conditions to be satisfied bye1 ,e2 such that
@d1 ,d2#x

m has no explicit time derivatives ofe1 or e2. We
will discuss in the next section the reason why this latter

approach gives results coincident with ours. We feel that the
requirement of projectability~independence of thedNm on
Ṅm in this case! is a more natural approach.

The general solution of theem equations~3.10!–~3.13! is

em5da
mja1nmj0, so that e05

j0

N
, ea5ja2

Na

N
j0,

~3.14!

where ja and j0 are arbitrary functions of the spacetime
variablesxm andgab but are independent ofN

m. The depen-
dence on theM -surface metric plays no role in our present
arguments but is required, as we show in Sec. VI, in order
that the diffeomorphism-induced transformations form a
group. The result~3.14! is true in a more general context
than we have been treating. The Appendix will illustrate this
point with an example, the Nambu-Goto string, in which the
metric is built with velocity variables as well as configura-
tion space variables.

A. Free relativistic particle with auxiliary variable

We illustrate first with the unit-mass relativistic free par-
ticle model with auxiliary variable described by the Lagrang-
ian

L5
1

2e
ẋmẋnhmn2

1

2
e, ~3.15!

where xm is the vector variable in Minkowski spacetime,
with metric (hmn)5diag(21,1,1,1), ande is an auxiliary
variable whose equation of motion givese5(2 ẋmẋm)

1/2.
Substituting this value ofe into the Lagrangian leads to the
free particle Lagrangian2(2 ẋmẋm)

1/2.
The following Noether gauge transformation is well

known to describe the reparametrization invariance for this
Lagrangian@dL5(d/dt)(eL)#:

dxm5e ẋm , de5eė1 ėe. ~3.16!

Heree is an infinitesimal arbitrary function of the evolution
parametert. Comparing Eq.~3.16! with Eq. ~3.8!, we ob-
serve thate may be interpreted as a lapse, with correspond-
ing metricg0052e2.

The kernel of the pullback mapFL* is defined in Eq.
~2.3!; here it is spanned by the vector fieldG5]/]ė. The
condition that a functionf in configuration-velocity space be
projectable to phase space is

Gf5
] f

]ė
50.

The Noether transformation~3.16! is not projectable to phase
space, sinceGdeÞ0. Projectable transformations are of the
form ~3.14!:

e~ t,e!5j~ t !/e. ~3.17!

The Noether variations then become
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dxm5j
ẋm

e
, de5 j̇. ~3.18!

The arbitrary function describing the Noether gauge trans-
formation isj(t). What we have achieved is a change of the
generator of the gauge transformations. This leads to a
change of the gauge algebra which in our case becomes Abe-
lian. But from the point of view of the gauge symmetry of
our model we still have the same mappings of solutions onto
gauge equivalent solutions. That is, on a given dynamical
trajectory x0

m(t), e0(t) we can match the transformation
given by an arbitrary e0(t) with j0(t) defined as
j0(t)[e0(t)e0(t). It is in comparing a transformation on
one dynamical trajectory with that acting on another where
the change has occurred. In Sec. VI we shall elaborate fur-
ther on the issue of the gauge group.

The canonical Hamiltonian is

H5
1

2
e~pmpm11!,

and there is a primary constraintp.0, wherep is the vari-
able conjugate toe. The evolution operator vector field
$2,H%1l(t)$2,p% yields the secondary constraint
1
2(p

mpm11).0. Both the primary and the secondary con-
straints are first class. The arbitrary functionl is a reflection
of the gauge invariance of the model. The solutions of the
equations of motion are

xm~ t !5xm~0!1pm~0!S e~0!t1E
0

t

dtE
0

t

dt8l~t8! D ,
e~ t !5e~0!1E

0

t

dt l~t!,

pm~ t !5pm~0!,

p~ t !5p~0!,

with the initial conditions satisfying the constraints.
Gauge transformations relate trajectories obtained through

different choices ofl(t). Consider an infinitesimal change
l→l1dl. Then the change in the trajectories~keeping the
initial conditions intact! is

dxm~ t !5pm~0!S E
0

t

dtE
0

t

dt8 dl~t8! D ,
de~ t !5E

0

t

dt dl~t!,

dpm~ t !50, dp~ t !50,

which is nothing but a particular case of the projectable
gauge transformations displayed above with

j~ t !5E
0

t

dtE
0

t

dt8dl~t8!.

B. Diffeomorphisms in canonical general relativity

Up to a boundary piece, the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian
can be written as@10#

L5~3g!1/2N~3R1KabK
ab2K2!, ~3.19!

where 3g is the determinant of the three-metric tensor in Eq.
~3.1!, 3g5det(gab),

3R is the scalar curvature computed
from the three-metric, andKab is the second fundamental
form ~extrinsic curvature! for the constant-time three-
surfaces:

Kab5
1

2N
~ ġab2Naub2Nbua!, ~3.20!

with u meaning covariant differentiation with respect to the
three-metric connection. Notice that the lapseN and shift
Na of the four-metric all appear, but their time-derivatives do
not.

We may directly apply our general formalism, with no
notational changes, to conclude that projectable infinitesimal
coordinate transformations must be of the form

xm→xm2da
mja2nmj0. ~3.21!

Notice also that for any specific spacetime metricgmn(x) we
can implement any infinitesimal diffeomorphism
xm→xm2em(x) by taking the setj0,j i ~assumingNÞ0) as

j05Ne0, ja5ea1Nae0;

therefore we are not restricting the~infinitesimal! diffeomor-
phisms that can act on any specific metric. What we achieved
is a set of generators of the gauge group which can be pro-
jected to the phase space.

IV. HAMILTONIAN GAUGE GENERATORS

Our objective in this section is to derive the full set of
diffeomorphism-induced gauge generators for the class of
dynamical models treated in Sec. II. Since thejm are now the
arbitrary functions of time appearing in the variationsdqi of
Sec. II, we modify the argument leading to the general form
of the symmetry generators to conclude that these generators
must be of the form

G~ t !5E dMx„jm~x,t !Gm
~0!1 j̇m~x,t !Gm

~1!
….

When we useem5da
mja1nmj0 in Eq. ~3.6!, the algebra of

the infinitesimal transformations ceases to be the standard
diffeomorphism algebra. The standard algebra is that of Lie
derivatives:e3

m5e2
ne1,n

m 2e1
ne2,n

m 5(Le2
e1)

m. In our case the
commutator of two infinitesimal transformations yields an
e3

m of the form of Eq.~3.14!, with

j3
a5j2

bj1,b
a 2j1

bj2,b
a 2eabj1

0j2,b
0 1eabj2

0j1,b
0 , ~4.1!

j3
05j2

aj1,a
0 2j1

aj2,a
0 . ~4.2!

These are the new commutation relations of the gauge
algebra in configuration-velocity space. The commutation
rules of the gauge generators in phase space coincide with
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the commutation relations in configuration-velocity space as
long as at least all but one of theM11 gauge generators are
linear in the momenta~see@11#!. This amount of linearity
holds in our models: Eq.~3.14! implies that time-
independentM -space diffeomorphisms are always project-
able. This means that each associated canonical generator
must be linear in the momenta; otherwise the transformation
of configuration variables will depend on velocities. We can
conclude that we know the Poisson bracket rules
G@j3#5$G@j1#,G@j2#% for our gauge generators. Thus in
comparing Eq.~4.1! and Eq.~4.2! with G@j3# we deduce the
algebra for these generators. In what follows, we use the
convention that repeated indices imply both summation and
M -dimensional integration; we use primed indices where
necessary to make sure that separate integrations are clearly
delineated, though we drop the primes on the indices where
no loss of clarity is involved:

$Gm
~0! ,Gn8

~0!%5Cmn8
a9 Ga9

~0!
1S ddt Cmn8

a9 DGa9
~1! , ~4.3!

$Gm
~0! ,Gn8

~1!%5Cmn8
a9 Ga9

~1! , ~4.4!

and

$Gm
~1! ,Gn8

~1!%50, ~4.5!

where the structure coefficients are given by

C008
a9 5eab~x9!„dM~x2x9!1dM~x82x9!…

]

]xb
dM~x2x8!,

~4.6!

C008
09 50, ~4.7!

Ca08
09 5dM~x2x9!

]

]xa
dM~x2x8!52C08a

09 , ~4.8!

Ca08
b9 50, ~4.9!

Cab8
c9 5S da

cdM~x92x8!
]

]xb
1db

cdM~x92x!
]

]xaD dM~x2x8!,

~4.10!

and

Cab8
09 50. ~4.11!

We now construct these generators explicitly. The canoni-
cal Hamiltonian~such that its pullback under the Legendre
transformation gives the Lagrangian energy! for the class of
models under discussion is

H5NmHm , ~4.12!

where theHm are independent ofNm andPm , and the pri-
mary constraints arePm , the canonical variables conjugate
to Nm. The secondary constraints areṖm5$Pm ,H%
52Hm , and no more constraints appear. It was shown in
@5# that the canonical Hamiltonian always takes the form
~4.12!. All constraints are required to be first class; the rea-

son is thatjm and j̇m appear in Eq.~3.6!, and so all con-
straints are required to build the spacetime gauge generators
that our theory possesses.

The Dirac HamiltonianHD is constructed by the addition
to H of a linear combination~with arbitrary functionslm) of
the primary constraints:

HD5H1lmPm . ~4.13!

Gm
(1) must be a primary constraint, so the simplest choice is

Gm
(1)5Pm . It is now necessary to apply Eq.~2.15!:

Gm
(0)52$Gm

(1) ,H%1pc, implying

Gm
~0!5Hm1Am

n Pn .

From Eq.~4.3! we deduce that

$Hm ,Hn%5Cmn
s Hs ,

since$Nm,Hn%5$Pm ,Hn%50.
The Am

n are determined by applying condition~2.16! to
Gm
(0) :

pc5$Hm1Am
n Pn ,H%5Nn$Hm ,Hn%1Am

n $Pn ,H%

5NnCmn
s Hs2Am

nHn ,

which implies

Am
n 5NrCmr

n

up to an irrelevant arbitrary linear combination of primary
constraints that would add an ineffective piece to the gauge
generator.~By ineffective we mean that the added piece is
quadratic in the constraints.! We ignore this piece and take
the simplest solutions available forAm

n .
It is trivial to check the fulfillment of conditions~2.17!,

~2.18!. By use of the Jacobi identity we find

0[$Ha ,$Hb ,Hg%%1$Hb ,$Hg ,Ha%%1$Hg ,$Ha ,Hb%%

5~Cbg
r Car

s 1Cga
r Cbr

s 1Cab
r Cgr

s !Hs1$Ha ,Cbg
r %Hr

1$Hb ,Cga
r %Hr1$Hg ,Cab

r %Hr , ~4.14!

together with

d

dt
Cab

g 5Nr$Cab
g ,Hr%, ~4.15!

and it is straightforward to show that the generatorsGm
(0) and

Gm
(1) do satisfy the algebra~4.3!–~4.5!.
We have therefore obtained the full set of

diffeomorphism-induced gauge generators:

G~ t !5Pmj̇m1~Hm1NrCmr
n Pn!jm ~4.16!

~where the repeated index, to repeat, involves an integration!.
Note thatG(t) generates variations in the full phase space. It
is straightforward to verify that it does generate the correct
variations ofNm ~3.8! and ~3.9! under the diffeomorphism-
induced gauge transformations~3.14!.

The preceding discussion applies with no modification of
notation to canonical general relativity.
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We continue with some general remarks on diffeomor-
phism generators. Our first observation is that every genera-
tor G(t) with j0Þ0 is interpretable as a global time transla-
tion generator for at least one member of every gauge
equivalence class of solutions. To demonstrate this property
we note that for a given set of functionsjm in the expansion

em5da
mja1nmj0, ~4.17!

we can solve for theNm which renderem5d0
m :

em5d0
m5da

mja1~N21d0
m2N21Nada

m!j0. ~4.18!

The solution isNm5jm, which rendersG(t) in Eq. ~4.16!
identical to the Dirac Hamiltonian~4.13!, once we take into
account that the equations of motion provideṄm5lm.
Therefore the gauge generator contains, for any solution of
the equations of motion, the dynamical evolution as a par-
ticular case.

At this point we are ready to understand the coincidence
of the two approaches mentioned in the previous section:
The same conditions~3.10!–~3.13! are obtained if~1! one
asks for the projectability of Eq.~3.7!, or ~2! one asks for
@d1 ,d2#x

m not to have any explicit time derivative ofe1 or
e2. It seems odd that conditions imposed ononetransforma-
tion ~projectability! and conditions imposed on the commu-
tation of two transformations should give the same results.
The reason lies in the structure of the gauge generators in
phase space: They are constructed with linear combinations
of constraints with arbitrary functions and their first time
derivatives. Let us consider two of these generators
G@j1#,G@j2#. Their Poisson bracket, an equal time commu-
tator, is on general groundsG@j3# for somej3. It is impos-
sible to get for j3 the standard diffeomorphism rule
j3

m5j2
nj1,n

m 2j1
nj2,n

m : In such a casej̇3, which appears in
G@j3#, will depend on the second time derivatives ofj1 and
j2, and this dependencecannotbe generated by the equal
time Poisson brackets$G@j1#,G@j2#%. Nesting of Poisson
brackets would introduce yet higher time derivatives. This is
why general reparametrization covariance cannot be imple-
mented in this form in the Hamiltonian formalism. The ar-
gument applies to any reparametrization covariant theory.

This was the argument used in@4# to realize diffeomor-
phisms in the canonical formalism. In fact the arena in@4#
was the reduced space defined by the variables (gab ,K

ab). In
this case there are no time derivatives of the arbitrary func-
tions jm in the variations generated by Eq.~4.16!, but the
argument still applies in the same way, as shown above.
Once the obstruction to projectability is identified through
the form of @d1 ,d2#x

m, the assumption of a metric depen-
dence inem and the requirement that@d1 ,d2#x

m must not
have any explicit time derivative ofe1 or e2 leads to equa-
tions ~3.10!–~3.13!, the projectability condition.

We should caution that the algebra~4.3!–~4.5! is satisfied
only under the condition that there is no other gauge sym-
metry in addition to diffeomorphism-induced symmetry. Un-
der more general circumstances, pure diffeomorphisms@even
the field dependent variety given by Eq.~3.14!# are not real-
izable as canonical transformations; they must be accompa-

nied by related internal gauge transformations@12#. The is-
sue of projectability for these models will be addressed in
another paper.

Gauge theories like electromagnetism or Yang-Mills in
Minkowski spacetime share with general relativity the prop-
erty that gauge transformations~diffeomorphisms in general
relativity! need to be constructed with arbitrary functions and
their spacetime first derivatives. The gauge generators are
made up of two pieces, associated with a primary and a
secondary constraint; it is therefore mandatory that all these
theories have secondary constraints. This is the way by
which the canonical formalism is able to provide us with the
right gauge transformations.

For the sake of completeness, let us now apply these ideas
to our relativistic particle~3.15!. The gauge generator is,
from Eq. ~4.16!,

G~ t !5 j̇~ t !p1j~ t !
1

2
~pmp

m11!,

with j an arbitrary function of time. One can easily check
thatG(t) generates the~projectable! transformations~3.18!
introduced above. Notice also that ifj is a constant, the
secondary constraint generates a rigid~time-independent!
Noether symmetry, whereas the primary one does not. Pri-
mary constraints generate gauge symmetries only in the case
when they do not lead to secondary constraints through the
stabilization algorithm.

Finally, notice that we do not modify ‘‘by hand’’ the
Hamiltonian by adding to it the secondary constraint with a
new Lagrange multiplier. This modification, the so called
Dirac conjecture, turns out not only to be unnecessary but to
break the equivalence with the Lagrangian theory as well
@13#.

V. GAUGE FIXING AND REDUCED FORMALISM

A. Gauge fixing procedure

One of the methods to eliminate the superfluous degrees
of freedom of a gauge theory is through the introduction of a
new set of constraints. This is the gauge fixing procedure,
which, according to@5#, can be performed in two different
steps: the first is to fix the dynamics, the second to fix the
redundancy of the initial conditions~though this need not be
the order in which the whole set of constraints is introduced!.

First, to fix the dynamics—to determine specific values
for the functionslm in Eq. ~4.13!—we must introduce
M11 constraints,wm.0, such that detu$wm ,Pn%uÞ0. A
typical set could be

wm5Nm2 f m, ~5.1!

with f m ( f 0Þ0) a given set of functions not depending on
Pm or Nn ~the simplest choice could bef a50, f 051). We
could also think off m as a not yet determined set of func-
tions. These gauge fixing constraints fixlm in HD to be zero
and then

HD
red5NmHm> f mHm , ~5.2!

where we have used Dirac’s notation of strong equality,>,
to mean an equality up toquadraticpieces in the constraints,
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including the gauge fixing ones. In practice this strong equal-
ity tells us that we can substitutefm for Nm within the Hamil-
tonian due to the fact thatHm are constraints, too.

Once this set of evolution-fixing constraintswm.0 has
been introduced, with a given set of functionsf m, the gauge
transformations—strictly speaking—have disappeared. In
fact, if we require the gauge generators to be consistent with
the new constraints,$wm ,G(t)%50, we get the relations

j̇m1jnNsCns
m 50, ~5.3!

which means that the functionsjm cease to be arbitrary~at
least with respect to the time dependence!, and hence there
are no more gauge transformations. The transformations
G(t) satisfying Eq.~5.3! can be called, as is usual in other
contexts, residual gauge transformations, but it must be em-
phasized that they are not true gauge transformations in
phase space, because the arbitrariness that was present in the
Dirac Hamiltonian has been eliminated. We encounter a par-
allel case in electromagnetism, for instance, when after in-
troducing the Lorentz gauge]mA

m50, we are left with a
residual gauge symmetry,Am→Am1]mL, providedL satis-
fieshL50.

Another way to view the residual gauge transformations,
which is more interesting to us, is to consider the situation
at a given initial time, t50. Let am(x)5jm(0,x),
bm(x)5 j̇m(0,x); they are related by Eq. ~5.3!:
bm1anNsCns

m 50. We are left with the ‘‘residual’’ gauge
transformation att50

GR~0!5Pmbm1~Hm1NrCmr
n Pn!am5Hmam,

with am an arbitrary function ofM -space variables.
The role ofGR(0) is that it generates transformations on

the initial value surface that describe a redundancy that is
still left in the formalism, and we must eliminate it in order
to arrive at the true degrees of freedom. Thus we must intro-
duce a new set of gauge-fixing constraints,xm.0, with the
requirements that~1! the dynamical evolution, which is al-
ready fixed, must preserve these new constraints and~2!
$xm ,GR(0)%50 must implyam50.

Obviously, to satisfy the second condition, we need
detu$xm ,Hn%uÞ0, and to satisfy the first we need

$xm ,HD%1
]xm

]t
5 f n$xm ,Hn%1

]xm

]t
.0. ~5.4!

Notice that the first and the second conditions are only com-
patible if at least one of the gauge fixing constraintsxm , for
instancex0, has explicit time dependence:]x0 /]tÞ0. This
result implies that time needs to be defined classically
through a function of the canonical variables.

B. Reduced formalism

Notice that if we perform the partial gauge fixing defined
in Eq. ~5.1!, Nm2 f m.0 in the spirit of keepingf m undeter-
mined, then we can interpret

HD
red5 f mHm

in Eq. ~5.2! as the Hamiltonian for the reduced phase space
described by all variables other thanPm andNn. In this re-
duced space we have a dynamical theory defined by a van-
ishing canonical Hamiltonian and a set of constraints, which
now become primary,Hm.0. Then the new Dirac Hamil-
tonian isHD

red and the new gauge generator is

Gred5jmHm .

Thus we see that the constraintsHm do generate gauge trans-
formationsin the reduced phase space.

We identify here a frequent source of confusion in the
literature when it is claimed that all first class constraints,
either primary or secondary~or tertiary, etc.!, generate gauge
transformations. For generally covariant theories with a met-
ric, in the original phase space, only specific combinations,
as in Eq.~4.16!, of primary and secondary constraints gen-
erate gauge transformations. But in the reduced formalism,
since the old secondary constraints take the role of primary
constraints and there are no more constraints, these new pri-
mary constraints generate gauge transformations in the re-
duced space.

As to the gauge fixing procedure in the reduced phase
space, since there are only primary constraints, there is only
one step to be undertaken: to fix the evolution. Notice that
the same argument we used previously to show that one of
the gauge-fixing constraints must be the definition of time
applies here as well.

C. From the reduced to the original formalism

In the case of generally covariant theories, we have seen
that the reduced formalism consists in the elimination of the
primary constraints,Pm , and their canonical conjugate vari-
ables, Nm, through a partial gauge fixing
Nm5 f m, ( f 0Þ0), with f m arbitrary functions of spacetime
as well as of the reduced variables. Then we obtain a reduced
theory which hasHm.0 as primary constraints~no second-
ary constraints appear!, H red5 f mHm as the Dirac Hamil-
tonian, andGred5jmHm as the generator of gauge symme-
tries. The new bracket for the set of the reduced variables is
just the Dirac bracket, which in our case is trivially obtained
as the old Poisson bracket when acting with the reduced
variables.

One may wonder whether there is a way to restore the full
theory from the reduced one. In these cases where the con-
straints eliminated in the process of reduction are canonical
momenta we will see that there exists such a method. This is
the enlargement procedure:

Consider a theory defined by a canonical Hamiltonian
HC and a set of primary constraintsfm.0. The Dirac
Hamiltonian isHD5HC1lmfm (lm are arbitrary functions!.
Let us suppose we have applied the stabilization algorithm to
obtain secondary, tertiary, etc., constraints and that we have
finally obtained a set of Noether gauge generators, described
by a singleG@j#, wherej stands for a setja of infinitesimal
arbitrary functions of spacetime.G@j# is assumed to be a
local functional ofja ~that is, it depends linearly onja and a
finite number of its time derivatives, according to the length
of the stabilization algorithm!. We also assume the commu-
tation algebra forG@j# to be
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$G@j1#,G@j2#%5G@j3#,

with j3
a5Cbg

a j1
bj2

g ~this is a general property, and theCbg
a

are not necessarily the same as previously defined; remember
that repeated indices imply both summation and integration!.

According to Sec. II, there exist functionalsAn
m@j# and

Bm@j# such that

$G@j#,HC%1
]G@j#

]t
5Bm@j#fm , $G@j#,fn%5An

m@j#fm .

The enlargement procedure consists in promoting the ar-
bitrary functionslm to the status of canonical variables; let
us call themNm for obvious reasons. Let us introduce ca-
nonical momentaPm associated with the new variables~we
thus trivially enlarge the Poisson bracket! and require these
new momenta to be the primary constraints of the enlarged
theory.

The enlarged canonical Hamiltonian will then be
HC1Nmfm , and the new Dirac Hamiltonian will be
HE5HC1Nmfm1hmPm , with hm new arbitrary functions.
It is straightforward to verify that the dynamics of the origi-
nal theory and that of the enlarged theory coincide as far as
the evolution of the original variables is concerned. How-
ever, note that thefm have become secondary constraints.

Now we will show how to enlarge the corresponding
gauge generatorsG@j#. Since the new primary constraints
Pm must appear within the enlarged gauge generators
GE@j#, we will assume the general formGE@j#
5G@j#1Sm@j#Pm , with Sm to be determined through the
requirements of Sec. II. It turns out thatSm

5Bm1NnAn
mPm . The enlarged gauge generator therefore

has the following form:

GE@j#5G@j#1Bm@j#Pm1NnAn
m@j#Pm . ~5.5!

The commutation algebra forGE@j# is

$GE@j1#,GE@j2#%5GE@j3#1O~P2!,

whereO is pure quadratic in the~new! primary constraints:

O~P2!5$Bm@j1#1NnAn
m@j1#, B

s@j2#1NrAr
s@j2#%PmPs .

In our particular case of general covariant theories,
Bm@j#5 j̇m andAn

m@j#5jrCrn
m . Notice that in this particular

case the termO(P2) vanishes.
The procedure of enlargement here devised is completely

general, and it is valid for any gauge theory no matter how
complicated its structure of constraints may be.

VI. GAUGE GROUP

The gauge group is a subgroup of the symmetry group of
the system. A symmetry is a transformation that maps solu-
tions of the equations of motion into solutions. From a physi-
cal standpoint, gauge symmetry reflects a redundancy in the
description. Mathematically, a gauge transformation is char-
acterized by its functional dependence on arbitrary functions.
The functional dependence is expected to be local in the
sense of depending on the values of the functions and on a
finite number of derivatives. This is the definition for classi-

cal mechanics and classical field theory. It is most conve-
nient to define gauge symmetries in a more restrictive way as
local transformations which leave the action invariant up to
boundary terms. Our analysis is based on the Noether iden-
tities which result from this invariance under infinitesimal
local symmetries.

Let us make some formal remarks on the nature of the
diffeomorphism-induced gauge group of the type discussed
in this paper. LetRiem~M! be the space of~pseudo! Rie-
mannian metrics of the spacetime manifoldM, and let
Diff (M) be the group of diffeomorphisms inM. An ele-
ment of the gauge groupG@Riem(M)# is a regular map
Riem~M!→Riem~M! such that each gPRiem~M! under-
goes a diffeomorphic transformation, that is, a transforma-
tion dictated by a specific element ofDiff (M) ~thus keeping
the action invariant!. ~Other fields are also affected by this
diffeomorphic transformation, but for this discussion we de-
vote our attention to the metric.! But this element of
Diff (M) may be different if we consider the action of the
same element of the gauge group on a differentg8
PRiem~M!.

To determine an element of the gauge group we must
assign to eachgPRiem(M) the specific spacetime diffeo-
morphism which is going to act ong. More precisely, an
element,d, of the gauge group is a map

d:Riem~M!→Diff ~M!

g→d@g# ~6.1!

such that we can build out of it a regular map

G:Riem~M!→Riem~M!

g→~d@g# !~g!. ~6.2!

Now let us consider the generators of the gauge groupG.
We use, for the sake of generality, a condensed notation
whereF i stands for the fields that are present in the theory;
the action is denoted byS, andi includes continuous space-
time indices~so that repeated indices imply both summation
and integration!. Let ea be arbitrary functions of spacetime
variables, anddeF

i5Ra
i ea be a complete set of infinitesimal

gauge transformations. These satisfy the Noether identities
(dS/dF i)Ra

i 50. Obviously we do not alter the Noether
identities by taking a different linear combination of varia-
tions Ra

i →R̄a
i 5La

b(F)Rb
i , even when theLa

b depend on
F i . No gauge equivalent trajectories are eliminated through
this transformation, presuming thatL is invertible. In our
case@see Eq.~3.14!# the requirement of projectability fixed

Lm
n~g!5nmdn

01da
mdn

a , ~6.3!

which is clearly invertible. The algebra corresponding to this
new choice of generators contains field-dependent structure
coefficients.

One might conclude that this ‘‘soft’’ algebra structure sig-
nifies that the symmetry transformations no longer form a
group. We do have a group, which acts not on the spacetime
manifoldM but on Riem~M!. Note that elements of the
diffeomorphism-induced gauge group must depend on the
full metric. Dependence on the lapse and shift is fixed by Eq.
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~3.14!. Perhaps more surprising is the fact that the full group
depends nonlocally on the hypersurface induced metric. This
is a direct consequence of the structure coefficients in Eq.
~4.6!: Repeated nesting of the commutator produces spatial
derivatives ofgab to infinite order@1#.

To summarize, we have discussed some aspects of the
canonical approach to generally covariant theories. In par-
ticular we have emphasized the special way in which the
canonical formalism describes the diffeomorphism covari-
ance of these theories. The gauge group for these theories is
larger than the diffeomorphism group. The canonical gauge
generators are just one of the possible bases for the gauge
algebra, although projectability of transformations generated
by the larger group from configuration-velocity space to
phase space fixes the dependence on the lapse and shift
uniquely. We have displayed the canonical generators for the
gauge symmetries of these theories on the entire phase space.
Transformations may be pulled back to the entire
configuration-velocity space.

In this paper we assumed that the only gauge symmetries
are generated by diffeomorphisms. When other gauge sym-
metries occur, related internal gauge transformations must be
taken into account. This topic and the question of project-
ability of the gauge transformation group onto the full con-
straint hypersurface will be dealt with in future papers. It is
also our intention to explore further the relationship between
our results and matters pertaining to quantization, particu-
larly the question of time in quantum gravity.
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APPENDIX: NAMBU-GOTO RELATIVISTIC STRING

We have so far discussed the situation in which the metric
may be constructed using only configuration space variables.
Our conclusions, however, do hold in case that velocity vari-
ables, too, are needed to construct the metric. In this appen-
dix we illustrate the issue of projectability of variations en-
gendered by diffeomorphisms in the Nambu-Goto relativistic
string. This is an example of a first order dynamical model in
which a metric may be constructed using velocity as well as
configuration variables.~The Polyakov string satisfies the
conditions postulated in Sec. III.!

We let$yI , I50, . . . ,M % represent Minkowski spacetime
coordinates. The string surface is given byyI(xm), m50,1,
wherex05t and x15s. The induced metric on the string
surface is

gmn5y,m
I y,n

J h IJ . ~A1!

For spacetime contractions we use the notation (•5d/dt,8
5d/ds)

~ ẏ2!5 ẏI ẏI , ~y82!5y8I yI8 , ~ ẏy8!5 ẏIyI8 . ~A2!

The Lagrangian density is minus the string volume element :

L52~2detg!1/252@2~ ẏ2!~y82!1~ ẏy8!2#1/2. ~A3!

From

gmn52L22S ~y82! 2~ ẏy8!

2~ ẏy8! ~ ẏ2!
D , ~A4!

we read off the lapse and shift:

N5
L

~y82!1/2
~A5!

and

N15
~ ẏy8!

~y82!
. ~A6!

The canonical momentum is

p̂ I5
]L

] ẏI
52L21@~y8!2ẏI2~ ẏy8!y8I #. ~A7!

Recall that when we are working in configuration-velocity
space, the coordinates are$yI ,ẏI%. There are two primary
constraints in phase space:

f05
1

2
@~p!21~y8!2# ~A8!

and

f15~y8p!. ~A9!

Therefore one may ask whether the velocities may be ex-
pressed uniquely in terms of the canonical momenta and the
lapse and shift, taking into account that these constraints
show that there are a correct number of coordinates
$yI ,p̂ I ,N,N1% for velocity space. In our example we can in-
deed invert the expression forp̂ i to obtain

ẏI5N1y8I2
N

~y82!1/2
p̂ I . ~A10!

The primary constraints are relations among theyI and the
p I and involve neither lapse nor shift. Therefore invertibility
is equivalent to the demand that

05
]p̂ I

]Nm 5
]p̂ I

] ẏJ
] ẏJ

]Nm 5WIJ

] ẏJ

]Nm , ~A11!

where
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WIJ5
]2L

] ẏI] ẏJ

52
1

L3
@L2~y82!d IJ1~ ẏ2!~y82!yI8yJ81~y82!2ẏI ẏJ

2~ ẏy8!~y82!~ ẏIyJ81yI8ẏJ!#

52
1

N~y82!1/2
@~y82!d IJ2yI8yJ81p̂ Ip̂J# . ~A12!

But this is the statement that

] ẏI

]N
52

1

~y82!1/2
p̂ I and

] ẏI

]N1 5y8I

are null eigenvectors ofWIJ ; that they are is readily verified.
Recall that in our model the primary constraints are

f05
1
2@(y8)21(p2)# andf15(y8p). We have

g0
I 5FL* S ]f0

]p I
D5p̂ I and g1

I 5FL* S ]f1

]p I
D5y8I .

~A13!

Thus

G05p̂ I
]

] ẏI
52~y82!1/2

]

]N
and G15y8I

]

] ẏI
5

]

]N1 .

~A14!

Therefore variations of theyI will be projectable if and only
if they are independent ofN andN1. These variations are

dyI5y,m
I em5 ẏIe01y8Ie15SN1y8I2

N

~y82!1/2
p̂ I D e01y8Ie1.

~A15!

It is straightforward to show that these variations will be
independent ofN,N1 if and only if

e05
1

N
j0, e152

N1

N
j01j1, ~A16!

wherejm are independent ofN,N1. In terms of the timelike
unit vector

nm5~1/N,2N1/N!,

this result is in the correct form, namely the same as Eq.
~3.13!:

em5d1
mj11nmj0. ~A17!
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